Could
this be
the rarest
Shelby on the planet?
Built as a 1967, dressed as a ‘68. Painted 3 different colors, 4 different
times. Escaped the crusher and is now worth millions.

Clearly Creative
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.................

The MuscleCar guys show you how to add that special
custom touch to your glass.

Raptor motivation

.....................
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With a name like Raptor, you’d better make the ‘go’
match the ‘show.’ This clone gets its power from a blown 5.4.

Issue #53

2012 NASCAR Champ, Brad Keselowski pays
the PowerBlock a visit .

Story by: Jessica Smith

Undercover ‘67 Shelby GT500
By the time you’re finished reading this article, it’s possible that something on this 1967 Shelby GT500 Convertible has been modified yet again.
And as you look at the pictures on the following pages, you probably think that’s a typo in the year, or that it’s
wrong all together. But what you’re really looking at is the one-and-only 1967
Shelby GT500 Convertible that was ever built.
Packing a 428 Police Interceptor with its two, four-barrel carburetors, the Candyapple
Red convertible served a prototype for the ’68 and was also assigned as Carroll Shelby’s
personal driver.
When Brian and Samantha Styles acquired the rare classic at an auction in 2009, it was
apparent that the previous owner didn’t realize its historical significance. The Shelby had
been poorly restored, and the Styles decided to take on the daunting (and very expensive)
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• The only big block G.T. convertible built by Shelby American, Inc.

In order to promote the new Shelby
styling for the 1968 model year, Carroll
had this car painted multiple times to
give the appearance of different cars.

• The only dual-quad carbureted Ford Mustang
convertible and/or Shelby GT convertible built.

Same car, different colors.

• The only 1967 Shelby GT convertible built.

task of rebuilding it back
to authenticity.
“Two-hundred years from
now, will they remember the car,
or will they remember us?” Brian
Styles asked, not expecting an answer,
but posing a question to emphasize the Shelby’s relevance.
A team of more than 50 people spent over a year collecting
photos, conducting interviews and gathering research about
the ’67. The effort was named “Project Red Hot,” and taking the
lead on the resto was Jeff Yergovich from R & A Motorsports.

• The first big block Shelby G.T. convertible
serialized and built.

1978
Private owner

1985

Private owner

Private owner

1994

“Not a single nut or bolt on this car was touched until
research was complete,” Yergovich said. “Everything
was carefully done. We started with the sheet metal of
the car, reconstructing it back to its original shape from
every date code, from every stamp, every spot weld. We
had photographs to work off of to duplicate all prototype
fiberglass that was once handmade, hand laid and done
one-off on this rare convertible.”
Yergovich said that once all
the fiberglass was completed,
the team was able to put on
all the finishing touches, from
old, rebuilt stock parts to the
original style tires that were
on the car.

1999
Volo Museum Restoration

Acapulco Blue overspray
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Previous white paint

2003

Note: ‘67 Styling

2009

Dana Mecum
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• The first G.T. 500 to be factory-equipped with the Closed Crankcase Emissions System (smog). Though ordered with it, the first two big block cars did not receive it.

“Parts that were 50 years old had to be restored to
be part of this.”
To help document Project Red Hot, a website
was created to track its progress. But any time a
new piece of information was presented, whether it
was a new photo of the emblem on the dashboard
or a shot of the fuel filler cap, everything had to be
checked against records and documentation to ensure its accuracy before changes were made.
And that actually happened quite a bit.
“Every time we thought we completed something,
a new photo would show up, and we’d have to redo
it,” Brian Styles said.

• One of, if not, the
most photographed
and publicized
Shelby GT cars ever
built. This was the
convertible seen
on the cover of the
press kits, dealer
literature and featured in every print
ad introducing the
1968 Shelby model
line-up.

Though the restoration process was completed in January,
the research on the ’67 Shelby
continues. Brian Styles said that
he plans on touring with the car
at museums across the United
States, excited to share the history
of this one-of-a-kind classic.
For more about the history, research
and progress of the 1967 Shelby GT500
Convertible, check out...
1967shelbyconvertible.com
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• Initially assigned to Carroll Shelby as his “personal
driver,” and often loaned to friends, celebrities and
visiting Ford executives. (ref: CSF Vehicle Info)

• Recipient of the very first Ford C-6
Automatic transmission built #000001.
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• The third big block G.T. 500 to be built. The first
was 0100, a Fastback; second was 0131, a Coupe
and third was 0139, the convertible.

See this video now at:

powerblockmag.com
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